Introduction
In [9] , Dwork developed a j?-adic cohomology theory for smooth projective hypersurfaces over finite fields. Given f e F^o, a-i,..., x^], a form of degree d defined over the field oi q =. p a elements, Dwork constructed a complex K DW (f) of p-adic Banach spaces. When the hypersurface V{f) defined by the vanishing of / in P N is nonsingular and has nonsingular intersection with every coordinate variety HA = 0{^z == 0}. where zCA A C S = {0,..., N}, A -^ S, then the complex KP^^f) is acyclic except in degree 0. The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius acting on Ho gives the primitive part of the middle-dimensional factor of the zeta function of V{f). From this vantage point, there remained the problems of extending this work to varieties other than hypersurfaces, as well as to treat even in the hypersurface case open or singular varieties. Of course, the development of crystalline cohomology and rigid cohomology provided an excellent basis for these generalizations. Our goal in the present paper is to use the approach of exponential modules or twisted de Rham theory pioneered by Dwork in the hypersurface case to treat complete intersections. In this we are continuing the early work of Ireland [11] and Barshay [4] , who studied projective and multiprojective complete intersections from this point of view also. In their work, they constructed a complex of p-adic Banach spaces KP^ (related to the complex K.(S^S) of section 6 below), proved the acyclicity except in degree 0 of this complex in the smooth case, and related the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius acting on Ho to the zeta function of the complete intersection defined by the simultaneous vanishing of forms /i,..., fr € 'Fq[xo^... 5 xpf] in P N . Specifically, they showed that this characteristic polynomial equals a product of certain factors (which the Weil conjectures imply are polynomials), from which they concluded this polynomial has the correct degree. They were unable to show the factors themselves are polynomials. In particular, they were unable to construct a finite-dimensional p-adic vector space with action of Frobenius whose characteristic polynomial is the interesting factor of the zeta function of a smooth projective complete intersection. We construct such a theory here.
The main application of our work that we give here is a proof of the "Katz Conjecture" (i.e., the assertion that the Newton polygon lies above the Hodge polygon: see [14] ) for general smooth complete intersections in an affine space or a torus (as well as another proof in the projective case). Previously, such results were known only in the proper case. We note also that our approach eliminates the need to treat separately the case of hypersurfaces of degree divisible by p (compare [9] , [10] ). In a future article, we plan to describe the relation between the theory developed here and classical de Rham cohomology. In particular, we believe that the description we give here of middle-dimensional cohomology and of a procedure for finding a basis for it should be useful in calculations involving the Gauss-Manin connection.
We describe our results more precisely. In the present work we study both open smooth complete intersections (in T^ x A 71 ) in sections 2-5 and projective smooth complete intersections in sections 6-7. In the open case, we let /i,...,/y, e 'Fq [xi,.. 
., Xm-}-n, (^i • • • ^m)"
1 ] be Laurent polynomials and V be the variety in T 771 x A 71 defined by the simultaneous vanishing of the fi's. If we set g ==
'^Xm-^n+jfj{x]_,... ,Xm-{-n), then is is well-known that j=i
L^ xA n x A^g'^t) = Z(V/F,;^), ie is the zeta function of V and the left-ham where the right-hand side is the zeta function of V and the left-hand side is the L-function of the exponential sum associated to g. It is also known from our earlier work [1] where the right-hand side is shorthand for the alternating product of characteristic series of Frobenius acting on the complex K.{S, 5af). While we have studied L-functions such as (1.1) in the past, our earlier results need further refinements here. Even if we make appropriate hypothesis on the fi to ensure that g is nondegenerate (in the sense of Kouchnirenko [13] ), the polynomial g is not commode (in the sense of [1] ) with respect to the set S^u = {^ +n+l,...,m+n+r} (and therefore, afortiori, not commode with respect to 5af). Setting Xm+n-^-i =•••== Xm-^-n-^-r = 0 in g gives the zero polynomial, i.e., this substitution causes the dimension of its Newton polyhedron to drop by m + n + r, rather than simply r which is what the condition of being commode requires. We are nevertheless able to calculate H^(K. (S, 5af) ) in the open case of a smooth complete intersection V in T^ x A 71 . Using this result, we are able to show that the Newton polygon of the primitive part of the middle-dimensional factor of the zeta function of V lies over its corresponding Hodge polygon.
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In the projective case we change our enumeration and notation, letting f\,..., fr r be forms in Fq [xo,... ,XN] . Let g = ^XN+jfj(xo, ... ,XN), S = {0,1,... ,N + r}, j=i 5sp = {O? I? • • • ? -^}» 5'du = {-^ + 1,..., A^ + r}. The projective case is thus more complicated even when g is nondegenerate since the Newton polyhedron has dimension N + r rather that N + r + 1 (= |S'|) and since g vanishes when one specializes all the variables in either 5gp or S^u to be 0. As we noted above, Ireland [11] was able to compute the homology of KP^ in the smooth case. Here we compute the homology of K. (6', S) and show that the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius acting on Ho gives the primitive part of the middle-dimensional factor of the zeta function of the smooth projective complete intersection defined by the simultaneous vanishing of the fi's in P N . Our main technical tools in this analysis are some properties of Koszul complexes which we specify explicitly in the appendix. It is interesting that these properties are, in the case of a hypersurface defined by the vanishing of a form /, sufficient to guarantee that det(J -tFrob | K^U)^-^1 = Z(Y(/)/F,; qt){l -qt) ... (1 -q N t) even in the case / is singular. In the projective case, we also compare Newton and Hodge polygons giving another proof of Mazur's theorem [14] . In the course of this, we specify a basis (valid for a Zariski open set of the moduli space of complete intersections with specified degrees) for the primitive middle-dimensional cohomology of a projective complete intersection, which may prove useful in explicit calculations. The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we compute the homology of the complex K.(S,Sg,f), which gives the zeta function of a smooth complete intersection in T^ x A 71 (Theorem 2.19). In order to estimate the Newton polygon of Frobenius acting on homology, we need a more precise description of a basis for these homology spaces. In section 3, we obtain such a description for K/(S^SQ,{), the "reduction mod p" of K.(S^Sg,f), by first obtaining such a description for its associated graded complex K.(S, 6af) (Theorems 3.26 and 3.37). We then explain in section 4 how this lifts to a basis for the homology of jFf.(S',5af), which in turn leads to a lower bound for the Newton polygon of Frobenius acting on homology (Theorem 4.13). In section 5, we identify this lower bound with a Hodge polygon by using the ideas of [6] to explicitly compute the Hodge polygon of a general complete intersection in (T^ x A^c. In sections 6 and 7, we repeat the above procedure for smooth complete intersections in P^. Here some of our arguments are sketchier, because they are analogous to the case T 171 x A 71 and because the result in the projective case is already known [14] . In section 8, we collect some general results on complexes that are useful in sections 6 and 7.
Cohomology of toric and affine complete intersections
Let p be a prime number, q = p a , and let Fq be the finite field of q elements. Let T 771 be the m-torus over Fg (i.e., T 771 is the product over ¥q of m copies of the multiplicative group) and let A" be affine n-space over F^. Put N == m + n. Take /i,. 
It is easily seen that 
We regroup terms as follows. Define a rational function P{t) by
where we understand ( ) = 0 if b < 0 or b > a. We shall identify the factors on the right-hand side with the action of Frobenius on j?-adic cohomology spaces when V is 4® SfiRIE -TOME 29 -1996 -N° 3   ON THE ZETA FUNCTION OF A COMPLETE INTERSECTION   291 sufficiently smooth. In particular, P(t) will be the polynomial corresponding to the action of Frobenius on the primitive part of middle-dimensional cohomology. For purposes of induction on r, it will be convenient to allow r = 0. In this situation, we understand that V = T^ x A 71 and P(t) = 1. We apply the theory of [1] to the L-function ^(T 771 x A" x A^c^t). For a Laurent polynomial h over any field in variables a:i, x~[ 1^. .., Xk^ a^1, we denote by supp(/i) C Rt he set of exponents of the monomials appearing in h, thought of as lattice points in R^. Let A C R^^ be the convex hull of the origin and supp(^). Let C"(A) be the real cone generated by A, i.e., the collection of all nonnegative real multiples of points of A. Put M = Z^-^ n C7(A). For u = (14,... ,UN+r) € G(A), define its weight w{u) by w(u) = UN-^-I + • • • + z^v+r.
Let f^o = Qp(CpXq-i)^ where Qp denotes the j?-adic numbers and (^p and <^-i denote primitive p-\h and (g -l)-st roots of unity, respectively. We normalize the p-adic valuation ord on ^o by setting ord p = 1. Let OQ be the ring of integers of ^o and let TT G OQ be a uniformizing parameter, so ord TT = l/(p -1).A key role will be played by the j?-adic Banach space B and its unit ball B(0o}\
H€M
The norm on B is defined by || ^ A^^H = sup |A,|.
/-n^-U^M u^M
It will be useful to consider some related spaces as well. For &, c € R, 6 > 0, define
Define an operator ^ on formal power series over M bŷ 8 == h(t)/h{qt), We now explain how to modify this purely toric case to obtain L(T 771 x A" x A 7 ', g\ i\ Different variables will play different roles in the argument, and we index them accordingly. The set of all variables is indexed by5'={l,...,7V+r}. Toric variables are indexed by the set Sfo ={!,..., m}, affine variables by Saf = {m + 1,..., N + r}, space variables by 5sp = {1,..., N}, dummy variables by 5'du = {N + 1,..., N + r}. For any subset I C S, we use subscripts to denote its intersection with these subsets, e. g., Jio = I H Sio. For any finite set J, we let |J| denote its cardinality.
Fix I C S with 5'to C I and let gi G Fq[{xi}i^i, {x^,... ,Xm)~1} be the polynomial obtained from g by setting xj = 0 for j e 5af \ J. For j c 5af, let Oj : B -> B he the map "set xj = 0" and let 61 be the composition Oi = TT 9j. We define Bi = 0i(B), jes^\i 
ACJ, |A|=Z
We have in analogy with (2.10)
Usually, no confusion will result if we denote a^i simply by ai or even a. 
ACJ, |A|=f
Note that for i 6 -faf^ ^ 1^ there is an exact sequence
hich induces an exact sequence of complexes Let Aj C Rl 71 be the convex hull of the origin and supp(^j). In particular, A = As. We make two assumptions about g. We assume that for every subset I C S such that 5fo C I and Jdu 7^ 0 we have dimAj = |J|. We call g semi-convenient when this condition is satisfied. (When g is semi-convenient, g will be "commode" in the sense of [1] with respect to any subset I C 5af such that 5du 2: J.) When n = 0, this is equivalent to requiring that the convex hull of supp(/,) have dimension m for i = 1,..., r. When m = 0, it is equivalent to requiring that each /, contain terms a^x^3 for j = 1,... ,n, with aij ^ 0 and /^ > 0, and that /,(0,..., 0) ^ 0 for i = 1,..., r. We also assume that g is nondegenerate (see [1, section 2] ), which implies that gi is also nondegenerate for all I C S. Geometrically, this means that for all I C 5gp with 5'to C I and J C {1,..., r}, the equations 0i{fj) = 0 for j e J define a smooth complete intersection X in the torus T^l and that there is a compactification Y of the torus in which its closure X is smooth and meets all orbits transversally. This condition is generically satisfied ( [3] , [12] 
hence evaluation of the above integral for Vol(Aj) gives
When A^ is a single point and lj = 0 for all j e Jdu, we define M^A^8 13 , <j}^Jdu) = 1 ' so that (2.17) remains valid even when Jsp = 0-(This case will arise when we try to generalize (2.16) to the case where I' = Jaf when m = 0.) Substituting the right-hand side of (2.17) into the right-hand side of (2.16) gives
To simplify this expression, we define an equivalence relation on the pairs (J, {lj}jeJdu) with I \ F C J C I and V^ lj = |Jsp| that appear in this sum. Let J+ == {j e Jdu I But this clearly vanishes unless 1^ C Jdu,+ (^., ^ > 0 for all j e Jdu)» in which case it equals 1. We may thus restrict our sum to the classes of those pairs (G' U Jdu, {^LeJdu) for which lj > 0 for all j e 1^ and take a single representative from each of these classes. With a slight change in notation, the formula becomes for I = l,...,A^r.
Proof. -Note that assertion (iv) follows immediately from equations (2.5) and (2.14) and assertions (ii) and (iii). We prove statements (i), (ii), (iii), (v), and (vi) by induction on r. To simplify notation, we write Hi(I,F) in place of
Hi(K.(I,r)).
Suppose r = 0, so that 5af = {m + 1,... ,m + n}. In this case g = 0, so A = (0,..., 0) € R^, M = (0,..., 0) G R^, B = ^o, and the differential operators are Di = XiO/Oxi, which act trivially on «o. It follows that K.{S,S^f) is the complex with Ki{S, 5af) = (^o)^^ and all boundary maps trivial. Thus when r = 0, ff^5,Saf) is a space of dimension (^J with Frobenius acting as multiplication by q 1 . This is exactly the assertion of the theorem. We observe that for r = 0,
Suppose the theorem true for r -1. For notational convenience, put 5" = {1,..., N + r -1}. From (2.12) we get a short exact sequence
and by Theorem 2.15, Hi(S, S^) = 0 for I > 0. The associated long exact homology sequence then gives an exact sequence
and isomorphisms for I > 1
Assertion (i) is now immediate from Theorem 2.15 and the induction hypothesis. We apply the induction hypothesis to compute the homology of K.{S^ S^). We have Hi(S^S^) =0 for ; > N -r + 1, so by (2.23) we have Hi(S, 5af) = 0 for I > max{0, N -r}. This establishes (ii) when N -r > 0. (The proof of (ii) when N -r < 0, i.e., the proof that Hi{S, 5af) == 0 for all I when N -r < 0, is given below.) For 1 < ; < N -r + 1, To prove (vi), we observe that the short exact sequence (2.21) gives
From (2.18) and Theorem 2.15 we have
When r > 2, the induction hypothesis gives
...;A^,z,_i). 
Complexes in characteristic p
From Theorem 2.19 we have
Our goal (Corollary 4.14 below) is to use this formula to give a lower bound for the Newton polygon of P{t). Later, we shall identify this lower bound with the Hodge polygon of the primitive part of middle-dimensional cohomology of the complete intersection FI = • -= Fr = 0 in (T^ x A^c, where F, e C[x^... ,XN, (^i • "x^}-1 } is the generic polynomial with the property that the convex hull of supp(I^) coincides with the convex hull of supp(/^). 4 '^ SERIE -TOME 29 -1996 -N° 3
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The first step is to describe a basis for HQ{K.{S^Sg,f)). In fact, it is no more difficult to do this for all I^(X.(5,5af)). We begin by considering some related complexes in characteristic p. Let R be the ring R = Fg^ | u e M]. This ring is graded by the weight function defined earlier, namely, let R^\ the homogeneous part of degree fc, be the span of all monomials ^n with w{u) = k. For i = 1,..., N + r, put (3.2) g^^^R W .
dxi
Let K. = K.(R^ {gi}^^) be the Koszul complex on R defined by ^i,.
•. ,^N+r. Grade K. so that the boundary maps 9i are homogeneous of degree 0, i.e., )= © R^CA.
ACS,|A|=;
For I C S with S^o C J, we may regard 9i as an endomorphism of R, homogeneous of degree 0, and define Ri = 0i{R). We also put 
ACI,\A\=l
For % G Jaf» ^ ^ -f^ we have, as in (2.12), an exact sequence of (graded) complexes
We shall compute the dimension (over Fg) of Hi^K.^S^S^f))^, the homogeneous component of Hi{K.(S^So,f)) of degree fc, for all I and fc and use this information to describe a basis for Hi(K. (S, 5af) ). The answer will be expressed in terms of certain invariants of certain polyhedra. As before, let A^ be the convex hull of supp(0j^(/^)), % == 1,... It is easily seen that
It is well-known that ^(fciA^ + • • • + A^A/ 13 ) is a rational polynomial of degree < |Jsp| in fci,..., fcy, say, 
It is easily seen from the definitions of Aj and the weight function w that
We regard Rl 7 ! as being fibered over Rl^"!. The fiber of C7(Aj) over a point It now follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that Proof. -The complex ^.(-Q is acyclic in positive dimension by [13] (see also [1, Theorem 2.17]). The formula for dimp, Ho^K^I))^ follows from this acyclicity and (3.12).
Since ^(J,! 7 )^ and Hi^K^I,!'}}^ are always finite-dimensional, we may define From the definitions,
ACJ, \A\==l
We fix a set T C V and ask for which A C J, |A| =. I, we have I' \ A = T. Clearly, we must have A = (F \ T) U T, where t C I \ I' has cardinality I + |T| -|J'|. Thus
A formula for dimpg R^ can be obtained from (3.12). A standard inclusion-exclusion argument shows that 00 00
Substituting from (3.12) into this formula and using (3.16) we see that ^^^(J,J') is the coefficient of t k in
Fix a subset K C Jgp and fix ei,..., e^ with ei + • • • + Or <, \K\. We ask for the coefficient of q^...^) in (3.17). Let A C 5'du be the set of all indices N + j such that ej ^ 0. The equality of (3.15) and (3.17) is equivalent to the assertion that the coefficient of ^...e. W in (3.17) is We evaluate the innermost sum in (3.19) first. Note that it is the empty sum unless Jsp \ Tsp C K. When this condition is satisfied, it equals
where we have set j = |£[ in the second expression. Replacing j by j + |A U (Jdu \ ^du)| and using the fact that |Jdu| -|A U (Jdu \ Tdu)| = |Jdu \ A|, this simplifies to Interchanging the order of summation transforms this into
The inner sum in (3.21) equals
Substituting this last expression into (3.21) gives here we are implicitly using the assumption made earlier that Jsp \ ^p c K, otherwise the first of these sums is empty. Evaluating the first sum we get
=(l_^l^pl-l^p|+|^|ĥ ence (3.23) becomes Proof. -To simplify notation, we write Hi{I,r) in place of Hi(K. (I,F) ). We note first that by Lemma 3.14, (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).
The proof of (i) and 
ej=oforj^i) ej>iforje6{i')
Now consider the case I = S, F = 5af, so that
We shall again show that E^ ^ E^ for all k,l. We begin by computing dimF,^(^/(^5af)) for all L ' e s6Rffi -TOME 29 -1996 -N° 3 Proof. -The existence of the spectral sequence implies that
hence it suffices to prove the stated equality for I > 1. The proof is by induction on r. The case r = 0 is trivial since K/{S,S^{) = K.{S,Ss,f) in that case. Put 5" = {1,..., TV + r -1}. As in (3.5), we have an exact sequence of complexes Examining the differentials of the spectral sequence shows that E^_^^E^_^c^-"cÊ^ if k / r, i.e., 
p-Adic estimates
We now prove a lemma on lifting homology from characteristic p to characteristic 0, which will allow us to use the results of section 3 to obtain information about the complexes of section 2. Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with uniformizer TT and let K be an 0-module. We call K flat if multiplication by TT is injective and separated 00 if Q ^K == 0. A separated 0-module K has an obvious metric space structure with the j=i {^K} forming a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. We call K 0-complete if it is complete in this metric.
LEMMA 4.1. -Let K. == {"'^K^^Ko^O} be a complex of flat, separated, 0-complete 0-modules wth 0-linear boundary maps. Let K. be the complex obtained by reducing K. modulo TT. If Hi(K.) has dimension d over 0/(7r) and multiplication by TT is injective on Hi(K.) and Hi-i(K.), then Hi(K.) is a finite, free 0-module of rank d.
Furthermore, any lifting of any basis for Hi(K.) is a basis for Hi(K.).
Proof. -Consider Hi(K.) == ker^/im <9^i. We claim im <^+i is complete. Let {Qi^Zs}^-^ be a Cauchy sequence in im c^+i, say, +1^+1 -Ql^Zs = TT^^Wŵ here A{s) -^ oo as s -^ oo. Suppose we have found z^,...,Zs C ^+1 such that Oi^Zj = Oi^Zj and ^+1 = Zj (mod 7r AO) ). Then ^+1^+1 -Qi^Zs = TT^WS, so TT^^ = 0 in Hi(K.). By the injectivity of TT on Hi(K.), Ws = 0 in Hi(K.), i.e., Ws = ^+1^ for some ys G ^+1. Hence ^+1(^+1 -^ -7^A (S)^) = 0. Put Zs-^-i = Zs + TT^^. Then ^-n = ^ (mod Tr^^) and Qi^z^i = Oi^z^i. Since Ki^-i is complete, the Cauchy sequence {zs} has a limit ^. It is then clear that {Qi^Zs} converges to Q\^\z.
There is a short exact sequence of complexes Proof. -The long exact homology sequence associated to (4.2) is (4.4) .
.. ^ H^{K'{I^I')) -. ^(^.(J,J';Oo))
Hi(K.(I^ J'; Oo)) -. H,{K'{I, J')) ^ • l • .
The result now follows immediately from Lemma 3.31. Applying Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.31 gives the following.
COROLLARY 4.5. -Suppose that g is nondegenerate and semi-convenient. For I C S with 5to C I and I' C 1^ with 1^ ^ 1^, one has Hi(K.(I,r', Oo)) = Q for I > 0 and Ho(K.(I,r',Oo)) is a free Oo-module of finite rank.
LEMMA 4.6. -Suppose that g is nondegenerate and semi-convenient. Then for all I C S with Sfo C I and for all I, multiplication by TT is injective on Hi(K.(I^I^Oo)).
Proof. -The proof is by induction on |Jdu|. When Jdu = 0. K.{I, Taf; Oo) is the complex with Ki(I, Jaf; Oo) = (Oo)^1-^ and all boundary maps trivial. Thus Hi(K.(I, Jaf; Oo)) is a free Oo^odule of rank (^m ,), so multiplication by TT is injective for all I. Now suppose we know the result for all subsets I C S with Jdu of a given cardinality. Let j € 5du» j ^ Idu. and put J = I U {j}. There is a short exact sequence of complexes 0 -. K.{J, Jaf; Oo) ^ W 1^ Oo) ^ K\I, Jaf; Oo) -. 0. By Corollary 4.5, the associated long exact homology sequence gives an exact sequence Remark. -Note that, in view of (2.5), the corresponding factor of Z(V/Fg; t) is P^"^),
N-r
which has lower bound determined by the polynomial (1 -t)"^-
Hodge polygon
The purpose of this section is to identify the lower bounds of Theorem 4.13 and Corollary 4.14 with certain Hodge polygons of toric and affine complete intersections. This is a rather straightforward calculation, based on the results of [6] . We begin by recalling the definition of Hodge polygon.
Let X be a complex variety and let H[{X^ Q) denote rational cohomology with compact supports. By Deligne [7, 8] , there is a mixed Hodge structure on ff^(X,Q), in particular, there is a decreasing (Hodge) filtration F' on H[{X^ C). The Hodge numbers /^(^(X,C)) are defined by where ^ = H^ and H^ is the complex conjugate ofH^. If we put h^^H^X, C)) = dimc^0' 6 , then^(^( Proof. -In view of (5.4) and the remark following Corollary 4.14, the theorem is equivalent to the assertion that
for all &, where d(k) is given by (4.8).
Following [6] , we set
Consider first the case r = 1, n = 0, i.e., X is the hypersurface Fi == 0 in T^. From section 3, we have
One of the basic results of [6] is the following. 
.,{t).
K~Tl y ei=0
This result may be generalized to complete intersections. We shall apply Theorem 5.8 to each Yi to compute e^yj), then substitute into (5.12) to find e^V) and substitute into (5.10) to find e^X). The convex hull of supp(C?j) is Aj. By (3.9) and (3.12),
So by Theorem 5.8,
Using the decomposition 5' = Ssp U S'du we havê 
e^t).
StoC/i^S.p ei+.-+e,,^|Ii| ej^l for all j
Combining this with (5.10) and (5.11) yields Proposition 5.9.
Cohomology of projective complete intersections
In this section we change notation slightly. On the other hand, ^(V) = (g 3 -l)^(^) + 1. hence
Then (6.1) and (6.2) imply that 
(S, S)) with Frobenius ai is isomorphic (as Frobenius module) to Ho(K.(S^ S)) with Frobenius qao. (iv) Suppose N -r = 0. Then H-[_(K.(S^ S)) with Frobenius ai is isomorphic to a direct sum Ho(K.{S, S)) C H', dim^ H 1 = 1, with Frobenius acting on Ho(K.(S, S)) by qao and acting on H' by multiplication by •q
N^l .
(v) The Frobenius endomorphism ao is invertible on Ho(K.(S^S)) and dim^H^K.(S^S))
Comparing the right-hand sides of (6.3) and (6.4), we have immediately the following. Remark. -If fi = 0, % = 1,..., r, are smooth hypersurfaces in P^ in general position, then one can always make a coordinate change on P^ (defined over a finite extension of Fg) so that g is nondegenerate and all fi's are commode. (See [3] )
The proof of Theorem 6.5 will require several steps. First observe that the homogeneity condition on the fi's implies that every monomial x^ -
This in turn implies that every u G M = Z^^^ D C(A) satisfies the same condition. It follows that Remark. -Note that in the case |J^J >_ \Isp\, the proposition implies all homology vanishes since the index set for the inner sum on the right-hand side of (6.11) is empty. Pr^/. -It follows from (6.13) that Hi{K.{I, J')) = 0 for ( > 1. To prove the remaining assertions, we see by the above discussion that it suffices to check that dim^ JJo^JJ')) = dim^ JJi(JC.(JJ')) = 1.
But this follows from (6.14) .
We now analyze the case J = 5, F = S \ {N + r} in more detail. 
(S^ S)) = dim^ H^K.{S^ S')) -dim^ H^K.{S', S'}}.
Evaluating the first term on the right-hand side by Corollary 6.19 and the second term on the right-hand side by the induction hypothesis establishes Theorem 6.5 (v).
Newton and Hodge polygons in the projective case
The calculation of a lower bound for the Newton polygon of P(t} proceeds exactly as in sections 3 and 4, therefore we just summarize results while pointing out some differences in the projective case.
Let the ring R be defined as in section 3 and let K. We record a special case of this result, an analogue of Corollary 6.18. We finally arrive at the analogue of Theorem 6.5. The generalization of the rest of sections 3 and 4 is straightforward. Let d{k) be the coefficient of ^ in expression (7.7). 
Appendix
We begin by proving an elementary result about Koszul complexes for which we do not know a reference. Let A be a commutative ring, M an A-module, and ai,... ,(7n commuting endomorphisms of M as A-module. We compare the homology of the Koszul complexes X.(M,{^}^i) and K.(M, {a}^) under the assumption that there is a relation is an isomorphism of Ho(K. (S,9) ) and ffi(^.(S',0)). From (6.7) we see that the map <^ defined by (6.9) is just a nonzero scalar multiple of this isomorphism (in fact, the scalar is e^, where e, is defined following (6.9)), hence <^ is also an isomorphism. More generally, one has the following. Proof. -The hypothesis on I implies that dimAj = |J| -1, hence one can repeat the argument given above for the case I = S.
There is a modification for the Koszul complex K. = K.^R^gi}^) of section 7. The results of [I], together with Proposition 8.2, imply that there is an isomorphism (homogeneous of degree 1) from Ho(K.) onto H^K.). The dimension of HQ^K.Y^ can then be calculated from (7.1). However, note that the map <^ defined by (6.9) need not be an isomorphism unless c?i,..., dr are all prime to p. So in general, we have the following weaker version of Proposition 8.3. Since (j) and ^ are both isomorphisms, p must also be an isomorphism.
